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Annual Gridiron Awards

Sigma Chi, ATO, PKA Win

ATO Tourney Continues
By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
Sigma Chi, Alpha Tau Omega
and Pi Kappa Alpha took opening night wins to advanee in the
first annual ATO Invitational
basketball tolllJleY at Johnson
Gym Tuesday night.
Host ATO meets the Phi Delts
tonight at 7 :00 p.m.; Omega Psi
Phi takes on Lambda Chi Alpha
at 8:15; and the Pikes play Sigma

q~

IIW4N@cvuU

Alpha Epsilon at 9:30 in tonight's
affairs.
Sigma Chi stomped on Phi Sigma Kappa to the tune of 71-52 to
move into the semifinals of the
tournament. The Sigs were paced
by Monster Man Steve Stephens,
who crashed through with 24
points. Pete Dodds added 16 and
George Brantley 15 for SX. Phi
Sig star Jim Kasten stole high
point honors from Stephens, taking advantage of the hapless Sig
subs late in the game to tally 25.
Host Alpha Tau Omega rolled
to an easy 79-47 shellacking of
Alpha Epsilon Pi in a game that
would hardly bring oohs and ahs
from anyone who knew anything
about basketball. Howard Strong
;~.nd Denny Wiseman led the ATO

Come in ond select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding olbums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
350 I lomas NF

Presented

attack with 19 a)?iece. Roger Bowden added that same amount for
the losing Alpha Eps.
Pi Kappa Alpha, meanwhile,
had their difficulties with Sigma
Phi Epsilon, taking a 51-42 win
in a game that was 34-31 mdway
through the second half. The
Pikes, with their larger roster,
outmanned Sigma Phi and were
paced by an evenly distributed
scoring attack. Pat Kil had 12,
:Sob Ortiz 9, Cliff Carper 8 and
Gary Laubert 7 in the Pike
attack.
The best player on the court
in this one, however, was Albuquerque's Valley high school
grad Eli Padilla of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, who despite his grotesque black sneakers pumped in
20 points.
The tournament continues with
three games. tonight, followed by
the semifinals on Thursday, The
finals will be played Sunday night
at 7 ~30 p.m., preceded by the consolation tilt at 6:00 p.m.

by

Boosters

cause someone should start one,"
presented it to Bookert himself.
Sports Editor
Rick Beitler, a senior quarterRick Beitler, David Bookert, back from Durango, Colo. was
and Woody Jones were named the given the Chuck Cummings Spirit
outstanding UNM football play- award. He was chosen the recipers by the Boosters' Club, last ient by his :fellow teammates.
night at their annual Gridiron
Beitler also performs well off the
Banq~et at The Western Skies,
Jones, the 6-1, 229 pound tackle gridiron. The handso_me star. is
active in the Fellowship of Christwho played his high school ball ian Athletes, and is a Dist. 7
in Utah, received the Col. H. J. representative on the NC.AA list
Golightly award as the team's for' a post-graduate scholarship.
outstanding defensive player. The
recipient is chosen by the coaches.
David Bookert the Hobbs harLQQK
rier, who played brilliantly at
tailback the first two-thirds of
the season before receiving an
ankle injury was voted the Bill
Brannin award as UNM's Most
Valuable Player. Brannin, who
innovated the award simply "beBy MIKE PERRY

Given Support

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.~. 268-6848

"I have breathed with envy a
breath of my own spirit that
.thou mayest be my lover"
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COUNTRY BARN
Chicken Special
& Thur. 9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Srown French Fries & Toast

ONLY49c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

BUTTERFIB.D •.• Your perSOnal service jeweler

GOLD FASHION
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•Mexican &. Indian Cratts
•carved Wood
*Rattan

•Hemp
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dltlon. 49,000 mL 27'1·2922 <1t 27a-&1184.
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W ARNJNG-SP<!Cial student Ratetl for

NEWBW:EEK a. PLAYBOY incl"<!88e
Jill>. 1. 19611, Plllll' P~boy will no
longer otmer the 2 & 3 year oubstriptlons
at otudent rates. Renew now for exl:nl
opeclal dl8counto. Stop 1>1 the Amomean
Bank of C<>mmon:e in the SUB.
PERSONALS
WOULD :vou believe • , • SCUBA DIVING
during Chriain!M vaeatioll 1.\t LM V egos,
Nevada? Call: Setb, 842·8014; JMt chanee

•.• CAlERING TO
THE MARRIAGE TRADE!
'Bernie BUTIERFIElt>, certifl~d
gemologist, understands
diomonds and STUDENT CREDIT!

2312 central SE

·oppc:>site POPeJOY HALL

Dee. 19.
I RAVE a ring for her finger, a ribbon for

her hair, or a groo"Vle Chrl&tmllll goodie.
Sign 1)f the . Pampered Malden, 2937
Manto VIsta NE (on the Triangle).
GIVE your folkS READERS DlGEST tril!
Christmas. It's eheap-on)y $1.99 a year
-& every month the:v wllll'(!l)lember your
December kindne88. Go by the. Amerlenn
Bank of Commer:oo Itt the BUB.
·
NEW l'Oll.'l'ABLE RADIO VHli', AM-FM,
9v. iO tramlotor, Super Ret., Ant Best
offer. 277-5857.
SERVlC:IilS
MIMEOGRAPlltNG-all kindo - reportsptogl"IUlls • Jettem • CJIRISTMAS LET·
TERS - . Mtfces ot meetings - les•ono.
PtoinJ>t-eillclent-reaaonable. <:lrul 266·
7873.

Haske

Shop
Heights
265-5951
5318 Menaul NE
Open to 5:30
Fridays to 9:00P.M.
' ..

Old Town PJ.aza-842-8022
Open evenings unti19:00

Steve van Dresser, president tive committee reports that taW.J
pro tempore of the Student Sen- space will be available to candiate, endorsed ten senatorial candi- dates in the Union Friday. Canddates last night at the final Sen- idates may hand out literature
ate meeting before Friday's elec- from their respective tables but
may not walk around the Union
tions.
They were: Mary Anderson, soliciting votes.
Elections Committee chairman,
Tom Derryberry, Ken Gibson,
Tony
reminded senators to
Sandy Heide, Carol Lazorik, Dav- removeOlmi
campaign
literature from
id Levine, Jeff Long, and Joe Mcillegal
locations.
Presently,
Olmi
Cormack. Also suvported by van
said,
there
are
29
candidates
Dresser were Senate incumbents
seeking office. Four candidates
Bob Speer and Mike Cole.
Those receiving honorable men- will appear on the ballot who are
tion from van Dresser were Shir- no longer 1-unning, Olmi said.
ley Runyan, Bill Cocke, Doug They are Charles Daniels, Joe
McCurdy, Bill Pike and Cheryl Stimp:fl, Dick Fenev and Ron
Friedman.
Tagg.
There will be a meeting of all
Associated Students President
poll
wo:rkers at 8 p.m. in the
Jim Dines will not personally enUnion.
Poll officials are still needdorse any of the candidates.
ed to close the polls at the end of.Space Available
the day.
It was announced during execuIn other Senate business the
Student Publications Board report stated tbat the Lobo is $300
overbudgeted to date. An evaluation of the Lobo by the U.S. Student Press Association is available for those interested, it was
announced.
Scholarship Plans
Tom Hogg addressed the Senate concerning the leadership
Second, the greatest stress in scl1olarships. His committee plans
robbing the Viet Cong of strong- to grant 15 New Mexico high
points has been shifted to the school students next year. Hogg
South Vietnamese military and crnphasized the need for funds to
civilian establishment. As early 11romotc the project,
as August, the Saigon govern·
Senate also approved the a11oment began ordering its officials ration of $350 to graduate st\1to mnltc an (l.ll-o\lt efi'm:t to dents for use h1 a grmlu:..te stustretch their control, or quasi- dent lounge.
Anne Knight announced the_
control, over as many hamlets as
formation
of a counseling propossible.
Third, the allies have stepped ·gram that will help students
up their campaign to smash the prior to examinations. The proCommunists "shad o w govern- gram will be called Relaxation
ment.'' Last month alone, U.S. Examination Crisis (REO), Miss
sources claim, more than 1,000 Knight said. She said she hoped
officials in this nonfighting group the project would be ready for
operation midway through secwere "eliminated."
ond semester.
Two Clashes
Draft Counselors Selection
As Clifford was making the Committee will be accepting apstatement concerning troop with· plications until Friday, Dec. 20.
drawal, allied troops fought two
sharp engagements with Commu- m:mn!llll!mnnnmwmm:mm:tmlill!llllllll!l!lll!i:lilllllll:i!lliliilillllllllllllliiJI:IIilll
nist forces near the Cambodian
border, military spokesmen said.
The South Vietnamese alerted
their units for a possible new Reu End"Orsements ··----··Pg. 2
assault upon Saigon.
A government battalion lost 13 Lobo Editor
dead and 38 wounded in a oneSuspended ....... -Pg. 8
hour clash with an estimated reirtforced company of North Viet- VISTA ----···-··-··--·----P9~ &
namese within five miles of the Law Students ________ Pg. 5
Cambodian border and 42 miles
northwest of Saigon.
mmmmliiii&Jmmn:nm:mlmmlillllmmunnmmumml'li:l!llmlm!l!mnmm~m:ll

Troop Withdrawol Possible

Permanent Cease
SAIGON (UPI)-U.S. Defense
Secretary Clarlc Clifford's aim
of beginning a mutual troop withdrawal from Viet Nam in 40 days
spurred speculation Wednesday
that a pe1·manent cease·fil"e might
develop out o£ the forthcoming
holiday truces.
Clifford said in a Washington
n e w s conference Tuesday he
would like to ·set a date for the
start of reduction in U.S. Viet
Nam forces 40 days hence and
added : "I think there is an opportunity to agree with Hanoi

Staff Writer
Whitewashed walls, four oddshaped blocks, and a bed set the
almost Breehtian-stark stage fer
"A Christmas Carol." It is directed by Dr. Paul Davis, UNM
English professor.

1963 FOl!.D FALCON l!'O'lORA. OM
er• .Ah' conditioner, radio. Extellent """'"

MlSOELLANEOUS

A~ufuai

By SUSAN' SMITH

gifts for anyone
on yoqr shopping :~: ..
list
,_.-:•:; ',:

BRIDE IDEAS

Dorm Plan

uays
l=iie Seen Within 40 '"'

upon the mutual withdrawal of
troops in that period."
Cease-Fire
"That pe1·iod" would encompass the 24-hour truce expected
over both Christmas and New
Year's. Another cease-fire is re·
garded as probable during Tet,
the Vietnamese lunar new year
on Feb. 17.
The debates here that these opportunities might spawn a permanent truce were heightened
Wednesday by news from Pa1·is
that Hanoi's chief negotiator,

St:ages Dickens' Play

the
Basket

liELP WANTED

A model of the new dorms, to be located behind Santa Clara and
Santa Ana dorms, is shown in the offices of William Ellison and Associates, Arichitects. It is scheduled for completion by fall of 1969.

Old Town Theatre

Shop
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U. Dorms' Council
Backs Candidates
The Residence Hall Council
(RHO) has endorsed six candidates for the Student Senate election Friday, Dec. 13.
Nineteen of the 34 candidates
attended Thursday's RliC meeting. The candidates endorsed arc:
Bob Speer, Jeff Long, Tom Derryberry, Shirley Runyan, Rob
Knight, and Doug McCurdy,
"We would have endorsed no
more than ten candidat!ls, but we
wo1.lld not · necessarily have endorsed that many," said RHO
President Larry Schuste:r. ''We
feel the six we selected are quite
capable."
Schuster also said, "We were
generally unimpressed with the
people who were there.''
In addition, Schuster said that
he considered the RI:I C endorsements important in Student Senate races because "RitO endorselments influence voter turnout,
:Particularly in the do1·ms. About
SO per cent of ou:r endorsements
are {llcctedY
Schuster said, "RHO does not
endorse candidates for what they
can do for the dorms. We endorse them :for what they can do
for the university,"

Although this Old Town Studio
production is a modernized version of Charles Dickens' work,
Davis attempts to maintain the
original flavor and message of the
story.
The play opens Thursday, Dec.
12, and runs through Sunday,
Dec. 15, and again Thursday,
Dec. 19 until Sunday, Dec. 22.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. Matinees
will be held Saturday, Dec. 14
and Saturday, Dec. 21 at 3 p.m.
Rese1·vations are advised and
can be made by calling the Old
Town Studio, 242-4602.
Davis feels that Dickens was
primarily a psychological writer,
and was trying to get at the
Scrooge in everybody,
"At the beginning of the play,
Scrooge had no self at all as he
refused to confront different aspects of himself in other ;people,"
Davis said. "Marley, :for instance,
represents Scrooge's death-wishing side, while the nephew portl\ays his repreSISed geniality,"
added Davis.
Charles Driscoll, an Albuquerque attorney, portrays Scrooge.
Fred, Scrooge's nephew will be
:Played by SeymOUl' Alpe1·t, UNM
physics professor i narration on
tapes will be done by Dr. Franklin Dicktly, UNM p1•o£essor of
English; Christmas P1·escnt, will
be portrayed by John Moeller, a
graduate student at UNM in
English; Christmas Future will
be Jackie Coker, secl'etary in general honors, and Karen Bickel
and Fred Gomez, honors English
majors. Richard Dunphy, lighting
dh·ector, is a UNM graduate student in education.

Nguyen Thanh Le, said North
Viet Nam is ready to discuss the
mutual withdrawal of troo:PS as
soon as the Paris conference en
Viet Nam is convened.
It is reported that there is
plenty of mistrust and opposition
to ('ease-fire and the hopes they
raise, in both military and politieal circles here.
The last holiday truce, for example, was for last year's Tet
celebration. The Communists used
this temporary peace to launch
their biggest offensive of the wa1•.
But most U.S. and South Vietnamese commanders are nonethe·
less receptive to the idea if it
means an end or slowdown of the
war.
History Bad Gauge
The prevailing view is that history is not a good gauge of the
VietNam war. The fighting pattern has changed radically in recent months. Many believe Hanoi
is just as war weazy as the allied
side, and the allies have started a
three-pronged effort to take advantage of a truce.
First, the allied high command
has, in recent weeks, spent great
effert in areas the Communists
could be expected to use as bargaining points in peace talks.

inside Pages
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Man of La Mancha

David Atldnson (seated) is slwwn in a scene fron1 the musical "Man
of La Mancha" whiclt will be presented Jan. 10 and 11 at Popejoy llall.
Tickets are now available in tlte Concert Hall box office.
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ROBERT BURTON

WAYNE CIDDIO

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Senate Candidates Give Views.
Kenneth Gibson

fected by the use of regular press Bakas, director of the Internaconferences and forums where tional Center.
My first obligation as student ideas, problems, and soluti.ons can
senator will be to help the Senate flow both ways.
function as liason between the
My ideas are:
student body and the voting fac1)
A cooperative book exulty. which i~ the chief policychange.
makmg body m academic matters
2) Reorganization of the liwhether general requirements'
grading or curriculum.
' brary, free Xerox machine.
3) Continued review of student
The Student Senate should
judicial system.
m~ke clear to the faculty the
WJshes of the majority of the
4) Count the number of faculty
student body, If students desire members with cars and use some
adjustments in the language re- of the excess stalls for students.
quirements or in grading proce5) Continued liberalization of
dures in non-major courses this women's hours.
is the only way those chang~ can
6) Provide funds for minority
be accomplished.
high school students encouraged
Also I am particularly interes-t- to attend the university by stuMike Cole
ed in the establishment of a co- dent recruitment teams.
operative bookstore. A number of
7) Experimental course3 for
While serving as your student
other universities (notably Harv- credit.
senator during the past year I
ard) have student cooperatives
These are all ideas I have been have worked for practical rethat save students a dollar or two
on each text book-how many did working on and will continue to Jorms. Two measures that .I was
you buy last year? The Associ- work on whether or not I am most interested in were teacher
ated Students Bookstore seems to elected. So far I have recllived en- evaluation and elimination of
take the standard 40 per cent dorsements from the following women's hours.
As one of our contemporaries
mark-up on most of the books it people: Donn presidents Mary
sells; it is run by a managing Fischer, Joniva Mandragon, Ka- once wrote, "The times, thay are
company. I think students could ren Davenport, Joan Arsenault a changin'." During my tenn I
Oliva Tapia, Tobie Vigil, from th~ have tried to meet the challe~ge
give students a better deal
Black
Student Union, and John of the changing times by anticiA newer idea for student government to pursue is a program
by which students recruit new
students to UNM. Students
should have some role in choosing
their fellows, this could be a
start. Small teams of UNM students should visit high schools in
the city and throughout the state
that have been sending a few
students on to college. Recruiting
the under-privileged through such
a program would be a great and
much needed service to the state.

Lobo Endorses Ten Cartdidates

<,

''

"There are a number of things I could do if I wanted to
build an armed camp."-Navy Captain Ken Brown.

Five Senate Candidates
State Views, Platforms
David Levine

present procedures for disciplinary action. We also need to establish better channels for communications between the student
body and administration.
Finally, since s~~ent ~overnment and the a~~m1strat10n ~;~re
-now sepaarte ent1t1e;;. I would h_ke
to b~ea~ a:vay from the admmstrat1on s mfluence ~n student
government, thus making. student
govern~ent more effective and
responsive to the needs of students.

If elected I would work for
these reforms to give the student
a greater role in the affairs of
our university.
1) New representative structure.
The Senate is not represents._tive of the entire student body.
:I:he way elections are set up certain groups on campus, because
of their superior abiilty to mobilize large blocks of support, can
easily pack the Senate with their
restruccandidates. I propose
turing on the basis of academic
Bill Pike
departments. Senators would be
1) Vota<Mn directa de ws esnominated by and elected by the tudiantes sobre los problemas mastudents in their particular de- yores ( al tiempo de matricupartment, . or University College. larse).
The number of senators from
2) Voto permitido a ws18 anos
each department would be propor- de edcul en Nuevo Mexico.
tional to the number of students
3) Amplia wuuda universitaria
in that department. The advan- para
posibles reprebados.
tages are:
4)
DiBminucion
de requiBtos de
a. Student government would
los
cursos.
represent the entire student body.
5) Mejoramiento de las publib. Power blocks would be uncaciones
estudiantiles.
able to take over the Senate.
6) Ampliacion de lugares de esc. Senators would represent the
interests of their departments to tacionamientos para carros.
Es Twra de que el senado estuthe Senate and conversely could
se kaga presente en las
iantiZ
represent the needs of the student
government to a parallel-struc- necesidades de los grupos minoritanios dentro del campus ( ameritured faculty organization.
cano de descendencia latina, ne2) New judicial structure.
3) Other proposals I would gros, indios, estudiantes extran,.
jeros, ete.)
make are:
Se debe dar especial consideraa. Student Bill of Rights.
cion al area de las reformas del
b. Budget restructuring.
c. Strong student voice in cur- horario, tales como, dictado de
ricul'lm planning.
cursos en literatura kistoria y
problemas sociologicos de estos
grupos.
Antonio Ed Chavez
1) Direct vote by students on
My interest in student govern- major issues ·(at registration
ment was greatly enhanced with time).
2) Age 18 vote for New Mex•tli.e recent confusion resulting
from the demonstration on Zim- ico.
3) University-wide tutoring for
merman field. Those concerned
about the matter stated the sus- potential dropouts.
4) Relaxation of course reiJ!ensi<>ns were invalid because
due process was not observed in quirements.
5) Improvement of students
s~ending the students. Consequently, the opposition was well publications.
6:) Provision for parking of
.founded. In the opinion of many
students, however, the suspen- student cars.
It is about time that the Stusions by the Standards Committee was justified because due dent Senate addressed itself to
process was observed. That the the needs of the minority grou})1J
decision of the committee was in on campus (Spanish-Americans,
accordance with the recommenda- Negroes, Indians, foreign stution of the administration was dents, etc.). Progress can be
overlooked by many. It was made particularly in the area of
stated quite clearly that t~e year curriculum reform, such as prosuspension was not to pumsh the viding courses in the literature,
act itself, but rather that the pun- history, and sociological problema
ishment was intended to serve as of these groups.
an example of what may happen
to those individuals who dare to.
Charles 1.'rask
dissent from the established norm.
As
a
candidate
for Student SenConsequently, by becoming a
senator 1 intend to reform our ate, I, Charles Wesley Trask III,

a

Twenty-one candidates of the 29 still running in Friday's election submitted campaign
statements for publication to The Lobo. Of
these, 16 were interviewed at their own request by the editorial board of The Lobo.
The original field of candidates numbered 34.
We asked the candidates their positions
on several areas of student concern. We
were looking for candidates with open
minds, if not a favorable disposition, on the
questions of lowering the voting age to 18
in New Mexico, legalization of marijuana,
abolition of parietal rules, elimination of
academic credit for military training at
UNM, and continuation of the ASUNM
Lobby in Santa Fe.
We found a certain number of the candidates to be wishy-washy on the question
of the severity of the suspensions of Wright,
Cooper, and Russell-which this newspaper
has, from the beginning, maintained were
too harsh.
We asked the candidates for their feelings about the concept of "student power."
All disavowed riot and anarchy, but not all
were willing to assert a belief that students should be responsible for their own
lives and exercise a significant voice in the
affairs of the university.
In our questions about ROTC, we were
guided by a belief that ROTC or military

Page 3

Ten Seats Contested

Tho New Mexico lobo Is p11blbhed
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sity year by the Boord of Student Publicotions of the Associated Students of
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versity of New Mexico,
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training of a voluntary nature has a rightful place on campus-but that academic credit toward the bachelor's degree in the College of Arts and Sciences is not merited by
the program.
The following are our recommendations
for election to the ASUNM senate in Friday's balloting, with the vote of the editorial
board:
Mary Anderson-All five Lobo editors
voting endorse Miss Anderson.
Michael Cole-Three Lobo editors endorse
Cole.
Tom Derryberry-Four Lobo editors endorse Derryberry, although we did not interview him. We found his proposals sound
and essential.
Kenneth Gibson-Five Lobo editors endorse Gibson.
Sandra Heide-Four Lobo editors endorse
Miss Heide.
Rob Knight-Four Lobo editors endorse
Knight.
Carol Lazorik-Four Lobo editors endorse
Miss Lazorik.
David I,evine-Four Lobo editors endorse
Levine.
Doug MacCurdy-Five Lobo editors endorse MacCurdy.
Robert White-Two Lobo editors endorse
White.

pating student needs and acting
on them. I believe a campus with
a responsive student government
-aware and willing to act on
needed reforms-can avoid the
type of disruptions which have
become common at many universities.
During the next year there are
three problems that Senate must
addre~ itself to. A long range solution to the parking problem
must be reached-one that is
equitable to the students. A second problem that cannot be postponed is that of the freshman
drop-out, And finally, an examination of the library lending policy to faculty and graduate students must be undertaken. These
are practical problems which, if
solved, will improve the quality
of life at our university.

1
•

Makers of Hand Made
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In Favor of Open MeetingsLast year a Lobo reporter was thrown out
of a Black students organizing meeting in
the Union. The Blacks said that unless the
reporter left their meeting they would not
continue. The Lobo reporter left.
Tuesday, at the faculty meeting, university president Ferrel Heady acted the same
way. He explained that students and reporters-he called them "non-faculty"-weren't
welcome and that, further, there'd be no more
meeting until we left. We left.
Shut out twice, you'd think we might give
up completely and take to rewriting the press
releases of the chamber of commerce, the
Peace Corps, the veterans administration,
and the university secretary's office. But we
haven't.
All last month Lobo reporters attended,
without objection from faculty or administration spokesmen, the series of ad hoc meetings held to discuss the suspensions of three
NROTC demonstrators. This spirit of openness, trust, and friendship we thought was
here to stay. At the last official faculty meeting our reporter not only attended without
objection from any of the 225 odd faculty
at that meeting, but no one from the faculty
propose no political bull for a
platform. I only suggest that humanism is a good substitute for
political garbage. Also, I want to
represent a voice often neglected
in student affairs-that of the independent living off campus. It is
student awareness that is lacking on this campus; therefore, the
student must be brought into the
active realm o£ university life,
especially in the aspect of stu·
dent government. For this reason,
I would rather see lots of people
vote me down than few people
vote me in, Let this begin a rtew
era of student participation in
what belongs to them; let the students proclaim the power that be·
longs to them.

.'

.

or the administration took the trouble to call
after our coverage of the meeting to complain of the reporter's presence.
Up until Tuesday's meeting it seemed that
the archaic segregation of students from
faculty meetings was a dead letter.
But it's not. John Durrie and Ferrel Heady
have explained that the rule stands, until
amended by the faculty.
We'd like to ask the faculty to open their
meetings to students and the press. Surely
those who exercise the power over students
that the faculty does shouldn't be afraid to
exercise 1 J; power in public.
If anythfug could come of all the hassle of
the last month over suspensions for the
NROTC demonstrations, it seems that would
be a drawing together of the heretofore segregated elements of the university community. Until students and faculty can meet
openly, together, in a spirit of cooperation
and trust, Ferrel Heady's much touted concern for preserving the "university's integrity" is going to be just so much hot air.
Because until the university draws together as a community of scholal'S there
won't be any integrity to preserve.

to the administrators, consisting
of an equal number of students
As of the present, your student and faculty members. This com·
government has no influence in mittee should be present at any
creating or enforcing campus policy meeting of the administraregulations. The administration tion and should be consulted when
controls parking, the bookstore, such crises as the NROTC demdemonstrations - all issues of onstration incident arise, Of
chief concern to the student. The course this calls for cooperation
power of student government lies between administration, faculty,
in the petition,
and students to a degree never
Unfortunately, the effectiveness before witnessed · on this camof any program to deal with this pus. But a lot of confusion, misproblem lie3 in the willingness of understanding, and injustice can
the administration to consider the be avoided.
The other problems can be
suggestions of the student. I feel
that the power of the student in- handled more effectively by this
fluence can be enchanced by unit- committee. Senate proposals can
ing with the faculty. Therefore I be passed on to this committee
propose a committee expressly for student-faculty approval and
organized as an advisory group submitted to tlte administration •

I

I

1

I

J
:!

Ted Osborne
Promise3, Promises I - Issues
etc. Campaigns, very frankly are
filled with so much bull that it
makes it difficult for the concientious voter to know the right
candidate. With some thirty candidates for Student Senate, I find
it quite difficult to make an intelligent choice myself. I know the
issues, what you might like to
hear, what the Greeks want, etc.
Fill in the blank
· I
My sole intere3t is good, active,
strong student government. Help
me work for this. Start by voting!

free oios de dios instruction sheets

CherylTagg
Unfortunately, most students
seem to be unaware of the activities of Student Senate. It's the
Senate's fault. We have got to
get to the rest of the university,
however much time and effort it
takes. Communications can be ef-

true scents in soaps, candles, aersols
sprlngbok puzzles-clever toys-3-m games
candle wonderland-28 colors, Sloper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties
posters-black lights-astra lighto
peanuts and snoopy are here too
chris pastilles ond pennsylvanian dutch candies
paperer! tableware and party goods

Richard P;Kurtz

l '

Cnatt~,
~ann~~

Qttt~
We have fashions to pamper you . . . and great
Christmas goodies.

Hoffmantown
C~nter

Wyoming at Menaul
298·8920

2937 Monte Vista N.E.
. (on the triangle)

--

-

-

~

-··~-----

Nob Hill
Center
Central at Carlisle
268-6366

feathers-wax-marbles
burlap-paint&--chenille
gold leof-dip glass-felt
prints-tissue-de coupage
antiquing-beads-styrofoam
stitcheroo and springbok kits
professional and student art supplies
craft consultants ovailable

r

.

I
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Calling U
Thursday, Dec. 12
Professor Ronald DeVries speaking on
',An Associative Memory Scheduler"; E}ec..
trical Engineering Building; 3 P~m.
Student Education Association field trip
to Westinghouse Southwootern Educational
Lab: meet upstairs in the Union; 1 :45 p.m.
Bilingual-Bicultural Education; Room 250
A-B of the Union; 9 ;16 p.m.
·
Interview on KUNM (90.1 FM) with
NavY ROTC commanding officer, Captain
Kenneth Brawn, and Air Force ROTC
commanding officer, Major Carl Hein; 9
p.m.
Dr. Ronald DeVries, sproking on task
scheduling and assocjative memory scheduJ.
ing; 3 p.m.; Room 201, Electrical Engineering Building.

Songfest
Sunday, Dec. 15
NMU Ballroom
7 p.m. no charge
" IJA -.,1"n

U Law Students

Senate Forum

Friday, Dec. 13
Dinner honoring State Supreme Court
Chief Justice David Chavez; Union Desert
Room; 7 p.m.
C!irc1e K meeting; 9:16 p.m.; in the
Umon.
Phi Sigma, biology honorazy. dinner
meeting Friday, Dec. 13 at Underwood's
Bar-B-Q Cafeteria; 7; 15 p.m.
Dr. Peter Berger speaking on 41 The Noise
of Solemn Assemblies;" 7 :30 p.m. Kiva.
Peter L. Berger; to speak on •The Re-o
ligioua Establiohmcnt in America;" Kiva;
7:80 p.m.
Rodey Theater production of ''Becket"•
Rodey Theater; tickets on sale at Rodey bo~
office between 3:30 and 6:80 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 14
Christmas toy· dance; Newman Center; 8
p.m.; admission is new toy or 75¢.
Rodey Theater production of _,Becket'';
Rodey tbenter; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between 3:30 and 6:80 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 15
Rodey Theater production of "Becket";
Rodey Theater; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between 3;30 and 6:80 p.m.
Las Campanas song fest; 7 p.m., Union.
Hanging of the Greens; will begin at
5:30 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 16
Town Club sororicy Christmas motherdaughter dinner; Reddy's Rendezvous; 7
p.m.
Peace Corps .Placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 17
Christmas music concert presented by
!Jte UNM chorus and full orchestra; PopeJOY Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Pence Corps placement language test;
Placement Center 8 a.m.

Despite an enthusiastic crowd
of one (a Lob.o reporter), 17
student Senate candidates decided to cancel their open forum that was to be held Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
"Another meeting where the
candidates get to talk to each
other," said one candidate.
Toni Olmi, chairman of the
elections committee, reminded the
candidates of the rules concerning the distribution of their campaign literature.
Olmi said three more students
had· withdrawn their names from
the ballot leaving the total number of students running for office
at 30.
Some of the candidates showed
interest in a panel discussion on
KUNM that would be played
later in the week, hopefully before the elections, said one stu-

d;.
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NEW YORK (UPI)-The top
20 single pop records this week

based on Billboard's survey of
sales and broadcast plays are:
1. "I Heard It Through the
Grapevine"
2. "Love Child"
3. "For Once In My Life"
4. "Abraham, Martin and John"
5. "Wichita Lineman"
6. "Stormy''
7. "Who's Making Love?"
8. "Both Sides Now"
9. "I Love How You Love Me"
10. "Magic Carpet Ride"

rr

Free Irish pennyornamental Iron Gift Shop
with $5.00 purchase
1818 Central S.E.
and mention of this ad.
Special Christmas Hours 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

207 Dartmouth Dr., NE; 265-6761 Sponsored by Lyceum

The best way to find out what the course is all
about is to attend an hour~long lesson. The
mini-lesson will introduce you to your classroom procedures. It will show you how we extend your retention and recall. It will give you
a glimpse of our sessions on new study techniques. You might even leave the mini-lesson
reading faster than when you came in.

~\

______

..__

We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agre~

FREE MINI LESSONS

I

Gain Experience

In Public Program

Schoenfeld, Robert

OLD TOWN -OFF THE PLAZA

Di~7909

Everyone

\

Phi Sigma, the biology honorary, will hold a dinner meeting
Friday, Dec. 13, at 7:16 p.m. at
Underwood's Bar-B-Q Cafeteria.
Prior to the banquet, new members will be initiated in Room 139
of the Biology Building.
Reservations for the dinner
must be turned in to the Phi
Sigma mailbox in the Biology
building no later than Wednesday, Dec, 10.

* *

f,l

* *

>!<

* *

Dr. Peter Berger, one of the
country's leading sociologists,
will speak Friday, Dec. 13 at 7:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
He will speak on "The Noise of
Solemn Assemblies.''
Berger will also speak at a
public meeting, and address a
meeting of clergymen from Albuquerque churches.

The Newman Center Ballroom
Tickets Available at the Door

JANUARY

9

*

Tickets are now available for
the Jan. 10 and 11 performances
of "Man of La Mancha" in the
Popejoy Hall box office. They
range in price from $6.50 to $3.50.
UNM student tickets are half
price.

What is the Bethlehem Loop Course? It is our management development program f0r graduates
with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
The course starts early in July with four weeks of orientation at our home offices in Bethlehem,
Pa. Loopers attend lectures on every phase of the corporation's activities and make almost daily
visits to a steel plant.
'

* * *

State Supreme Court Chief
Justice David Chavez will be honored Friday by the UNM School
of Law at a dinner in the Union
Desert Room at 7 p.m.

Steel Plant Loopers, who comprise a majority of the average loop class of 150 to 200 graduates,
proceed to various plants where they go through a brief orientation program before beginning
their on-the-job training assignments. Within a short time after joining the course, most loopers
are ready for assignments aimed toward higher levels of management.
How about other loopers? Our Sales Department loopers (30 or so) remain at the home office for
about a year of training. Most are then assigned to district offices where they take over established
accounts.
. Fabric.ate~ Steel Constr~ction lo~pers are trained in a drafting room, on a field erection project,
m a fabncatmg shop, and m an engmcering office, A looper's first work assignment is based on
interests and aptitudes disclosed during this program.
Loopers in. Accounting, Sh!pbuilding, ~ining, ~esearch, Traffic, Purchasing, Finance and Law,
Ge~cral Services, and Industnal and Pubhc RelatiOns go through training programs tailored to
the~r types of work.

* * *

Where would YOU fit in? Check your degree- or the one most similar to it.

*

Two UNM pianists, George
Robert and Morton Schoenfeld,
will feature Sergei Rachmaninoff's Suite No. 2 for Two Pianos
in their recital Wednesday, Dec.
18, at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center Recital Hall.
Other works to be performed
are a "Fantasia on themes by
Teleman," written by Victor Babin; "Fantasia for Musical Clock
V/m:k," by Mozart in a transcription by Busoni, and "Variations
on a Theme by Paganin," written
by the modern Polish composer
Witold Lutoslawski.

Wrought Iron
and mare

MEXICAN-SPANISH
INTERIOR AccENTS

Gates of Sp~a·n
102 Romero N.W.
OLDTOWN

COUNTRY BARN
9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

THE CARDINAL NEWMAN
CHRISTMAS BALIJ

Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course Interviews:

A concert to raise funds for
music scholarships will be presented by the Emadeus Trio on
Sunday, Jan. 12 at 8:15 p.m.
Playing in the trio are Mauricio
Fuks, violin; Joanna De Keyser,
cello; and George Robert, piano.

December 13-8:00 P.M •. - 12:00

Semi-formal

Since its establishment a year
and a half ago, the release on
recognizance program has provided experience for UNM law
students and an alternative to
waiting in jail until trail for prisoners who cannot pay bail.
Mike Jordan, one of 20 law
students participating in the program this semester, outlined the
procedure followed in a recogni-

The recital is a music department schola1·ship benefit. Adult
admission is $1. UNM and high
school students will be admitted
free.

Come

$2.95 per couple

By SUSAN SMITH
Staff Writer

zance release: 1) the daily log is
picked up in the Legal Aids Office
in the court house; 2) a list of arraignments for the day is checked in the district attorney's office;
3) for each arraignment, a law
student obtains information concerning the amount of bond, file
number of the case, attorney, if
any, who is handling the case,
and what provisions have been
made for a hearing or trial; 4)
card files are checked verifying
information on the prisoner's previous record, and any pending
charges; 5) an interview of the
prisoner is conducted to determine his qualifications for recogni-

~ampusBriefs

* *

I

Mort()n Schoenfeld, left and
George Robert will collaborate
in ·a music recital Wednesday,
Dec. 18, at 8:15 p.m. in the UNM
Recital Hall.

The annual UNM concert of
Christmas music will be presented
Tuesday at 8:16 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall by the UNM chorus and
orchestra.
The program is made up of
Bach's "Gloria in Excelsis Deo,
Cantata 191;" "Glory to God,"
by Alan Hovhaness, and Giannini's "A Canticle for Christmas.''
Ticltets are on sale at Popejoy
Hall, at $1.60 for adults and $1
:for students.

Open Daily- 10-7
Sunday 12-7

Every Monday Night
SUB-Room 250A 6:30 P.M.
also
Fri., Jan. 3 and Jan. 11
At The Institute
Classes Begin Jan. 13, 14, 16

The
Blue Marble
Faun
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Students Cancel

Announcements by
the UNM commun ..
ity wlll be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is In efl'ect.

~1o.u"
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Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLv49c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From ca·mpus

.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel and
combustion departments. Supervision of production operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding
Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING- Metallurgical
departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments, including responsibility for operation and maintenance of air
and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and
1\letallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also:
Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel
plants, fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering and maintenance departments. Supervision of
steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating
operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in
engineering, construction, and maintenance. Supervision
of production operations. Sales Department assignments
as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to
architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical
engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING- Our Mining Department
operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most modem and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity
offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also:
Research.
NAVAL ARCIDTECTSAND MARINE ENGINEERS:
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in our
Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technical Division, our design and engineering organization.
Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged
to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS-Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred) are
recruited for training for supervisory assignments in our
3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES - Graduates
with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities
are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments.

NOW'S THE TIME TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW. And when you register at the placement office, be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course." It contains important information about the corporation and your opportunities
through the Loop Course.

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

BETHLEHEM STEEL

Don't Fdrget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

An Equal Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for Progress Program

zance release; 6) questionnaire
responses are ve1ofied, and 7) on
the basis of an overall evaluation,
the prisoner may be released by
the judge without bail.
Three types of cases are not
eligible for release on recognizance, said Frank Dewey, director .
of the legal services program.
They are: 1) drug cases; 2) violent crimes including sex offenses,
and 3) a person who is out on a
pending charge, cannot be released on recognizance for a second charge.
The program is headed by John
Stanton, a third year UNM law
student.

=
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Three Drummers
Needed At Tilts

SPORTS

PRINTS

Ph.oto Frames
New Mexico's Largest

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

Students I II
Downtown for o sllow
or shopping? Eat ot

OPEN 24 HOURS
Central N.W. 247-8626,

SAE, Psi Phi, ATO Win

Editor •. ,
MIKE PERRY
Writers . . .
JOHN MOSER
BOB LOWDER

Rudy Wasn't Wrong
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Mter each Lobo football season, the UNM Boosters Club
stages its annual gridiron banquet which honors the outstanding football players and salutes the departing seniors.
This year's banquet was a little different.
In what was probably a lack of communication between
head coach Rudy Feldman and members of the football team
several players were denied admittance to the annual affair.
By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER-Sports Writers
affair.
The refusal was bsed on the presence of facial hairDue to circumstances beyond your control the Sports Guys
sideburns past the midear, moustaches, goatees, or those will appear again this week.
not considered clean shaven.
Jones Was Absent
Dear Sports Guys: What is a hacking foul?
As a result Woody Jones recipient of the Col. H. J. GoH. Q. "SMOKEY" BAYER
lightly award as the team's best defensive player, was not
allowed to enter the Western Skies dining hall and receive
Dear H. Q.: It's a rundown quail who·smokes too much.
his trophy.
Another teammate, senior quarterback Terry Stone, was
Dear Sports Guys: I understand that the coach of one of
also denied a.dmittance also because he had too much facial the Lobos' opponents for this weekend was knocked down
hair.
by one of his players during practice recently. Do you think
Many Lobo :fans have taken it ~his was done on purpose?
upon themselves to criticize Coach
,h .h. pu<eh···
REDDTOUL
Feldman for enforcing the rule.
of lhe eual!ng
tte.w '·'•era 85
(Continued on page 7)
.
.
.
Dear Redd: We think it was purely Occidental.

j
I

Ask The Sports Guys

Sport Editorial
Goes With Rudy
(Continued from page 6)
including Jim Hinton, a drawling
radio announcer who made criticisms on his daily sound-off over a
local ratio station.
Policies Made Clear
But the fact is, Feldman made
it clear to his players at the beginning of the season, they were
to be clean cut examples of the
way a football team should be,
and this example should be set
THE YEAR AROUND.
Apparently several members of
the team felt their season was
over after the Nov. 23 game with
BYU, and felt they were free to
do as they pleased.
But Feldman said that since his

F.R Er . .
e·

11-

GIANT 20"x30"

7STEREO
CASSETTE
TAPES

FULL COLOR

POSTER
HERB
ALPERT

retarded s.teno us•

setle bpet fratvrln&

•MOIItiYUI
• Atettu Frankl!•

ia s1!m n•f.

.1' . ·DISCOVER
AMPEX SCUNO ICEA SS
'e .whole nel,\' way io gQ, STE;R£0

AMPEX MICRO B5
BTEREC CABBETTE
TAPE PLAYER/
RECCRCER

$189.00
• Ira an Ampex altno Jape
pl.a,..r.
• lt'a an Ampea tltreo tape
record.,,
• Snap Ia cautl._ tape,
pla)ll up lo1V.. hcNn 1111
...,.0 llMI!liC.

This total soond systtm by Ampex plays and records
-in mOM 01 sterflJ-tlp to 90 mir.ules. Ca~ette
hpes pop in, pep out with nu tape lhreadin& tted
fall $leteo perfornww:e-yet sa compKt it euily
fits a bookuse or table top. Solid State. Has dY·
fYmic, omni-direction microphones,. recordint and
piJ)'back volume and bJlaoce controls.

SOUND by

Listen To The
Sounds of Christmas

I

Ia~~~
THAT TOUCH

I.IGUGB.
SHAU NEVER

TOUCH MINE!
Unusual Christmas Gifls
For Unusual
Roommates and Relatives
Imports From Persia, Africa, India

ffie CBo 'tf'hee
Near the University
301 I Monte Vista NE
(at the Trion le) 255-1695.

Old Town-842-8022
Open eveni.t1gs
until 9:00

Dear B. 0.: Yes! Last year the State squad fenced 2,637
acres and never lost a cow.

• He" Alptrt
• Frank Slutra

WMtll wlsltiltf If UIIIJ'
.. lism ta Ill• ..- ld&JI

2218 Central S.E.
Phone 505 -242-2018

Heights-265-5951
5218 Menaul NE
Open to 5:30,
Fridays to 9:00

Dear Sports Guys: I am not familiar with basketball
terms. What is a "hooker from the key?"
BRADLEY L. FINEWHIMP
Dear Brad: It's a lady of the night from the southern tip
of Florida.
Dear Sports Guys: Will there be an open season on Sand~
hill Cranes this year?
P. U. "BUCK" SHOTT
Dear P. U.: Unfortunately not. Albuquerque Gravel Products Co. needs them all for construction.
Dear Sports Guys: Who is the world's greatest salt water
fisherman?
HARDSELL CRABBES
Dear Hardsell: He is Ralph "Dock" Jetty from Wharf,
Cal. This old bouy has no piers.
Dear Sports Guys: Where are the best seats in University
Arena?
JEAN-CLAUDE DERRIERE
Dear Jean-Claude: Those belonging to the Chaparrals.
They're right in front you know.

Law Student

TOM

DERRYBERRY
For

SENATE
Trained Leadership
In Senate
Proposals

Shop the Basket: Shop

.I
,.

Boosters to attend the annual
banquet, he thought they should
be clean-cut examples of the way
a football team should be. He also
felt the season wasn't over since
UNM football was of prime concern at the banquet.
Must Follow Rules
In order for his team to establish discipline, something which
UNM gridders have had little of
in the past, they must follow the
rules he sets down as coach. And
this includes everything from
keeping regular hours, to keeping clean shaven.
Few fans may realize that in
order to establish pride. and discipline on a t~am, a coach must set
down Yules and regulations which
may mean sacrifices :for the
players.
But if a player is dedicated
enough, and has enough pride in
his appearance and the way he
performs, then sacrificing a little
would mean less in the long run.
Working to Discipline
Yes, it did sound stupid at first.
That a coach would deny entry to
his players at a football banquet
in their honor. But what's more
important, he's taken initial steps
toward forming a degree of discipline and pride important for a
football team.
The :fact is, Feldman bad to set
his guidelines somewhere, and if
it meant the trimming of a few
beards, ()r the washing of a few
faces, then it had to be done. And
if his players don't want to keep
the discipline he demands, then
they don't have to don a Lobo
uniform come September.

UNM's
ONE STOP
PARTY SHOP
Keg Beer
All Brands

~

)I

Ice

II

Party Special
Walkers
Canadian

1. Code of Procedure which would set out and govern the

112 .gal.

steps by which disciplinary action would be taken against any
student.

@rn@1

2. Co~e o~ Student Violations which would'list not only stu.
d~nt y•olatlons but also the penalty to be inflicted for each
Violation.
·

throttle the Pikes, 64-44. PKA
closed the gap to eight points
( 44-36) at one point in the second
half, but Pete "The Bruiser"
Johnstone got u;nder the bucket
for three easy layups and the
SAE's were on their way. Johnstone, who wouldn't be the ideal
mar. to meet in a dark alley,
ended the night with 18 points.
He surrendered high point honors
to teammate Bob Faford, who
had 19,. Gary Laubert led the
Pike attack with 14.
Alpha 'l'au Omega lived up to
its role as one of the pretourney
favorites, easily handling Phi
Delta Theta by a 65-50 count.
The Phi Delts simply could not
block out ATO star big man Haward Strong, who pumped in 22.
Steve Suiter added 17 for the
tourney hosts. Meanwhile, Bob

Trainer had 17 and Jim Schloss
15 for the losing Phi Delts.

Omega Psi Phi never got its
attack into high gear, but walked
off with a lackadaisical 53-31 win
over Lambda Chi Alpha anyway.
Lambda Chi was never in the
game, which was highlighted by
the 24 points swished through by
Psi Phi Harold Bai.ley, Joe Powdrell added 9, Rene Matison 6,
and crowd-pleaser Ray "Frog"
Jordon with 5. Big Jay Schippers
led the Lambda Chi attack with
12.
Tonight's games have all the
earmarks of thrillers, so don't
miss them if you can.
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Ski Clubbers l-lold Party
The UNM Ski Club zipped back
into action this week with an impromptu keg party after its
Tuesday evening meeting. The
kegger was suggested by club
president Vic Padilla as a "super
all-club door prize" for the benefit of underprivileged members
who never win a regular door
prize at meetings.
Earlier in the evening, UNM
skiers were treated to a visit by
former Olympic ski champ Roger
Staub, who presented the movie
"Ski the Outer Limits." Santa Fe
Ski Area director Kingsbury
Pitcher was also on hand, and re-

assured clubbers that his area
would open as soon as snow permitted.
The club's scheduled weekend
trip to Taos has been postponed
due to lack of the white stuff. The
trip has been tentatively rescheduled for after the Christmas
break.

Going to law school?
Where? Are you sure? You
may need the assistance of the
Law School Pl01cement Service.
For additional information, contact your local representative,
Ira Robinson or write directly
To:
Law School Placement Service
Box 1201
Hartford, Conn. 06101

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

t<:>am was "· gne!!t of the UNM

Dear Sports Guys: I understand that New Mexico State
has a top notch fencing team. Is this true?
B. 0. "LUNGE" FOILLE

3 Blank Cassette
I.Jpes fot }'0\lr own
recordlnt 1nd 4 pr~

OF

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Omega
Psi Phi and host Alpha Tau
Omega took wins as expected
Wednesday night and moved into
the semifinals of the ATO Basketball Tourney at Johnson Gym.
The trio joins idle Sigma Chi
in the semis. Sigma Alpha Epsilon will meet the Sigs tonight at
7:30, with Omega Psi Phi taking
on ATO in the nightcap begin·
ning at 9:00.
The SAE's capitalized .on a
noticable height advantage to

I
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In Caae Tournev

Editorial

Fine

Hundreds of

Thursday, December 12, 1968

M~~~oLOBO

:Attention drummers! You are
needed by the UNM cheerleading squad to assist at the season's basketball games.
Interviews and auditions may
be set up by contacting John
Barbour, UNM cheerieader, at
242-1158.

PICTURE
FRAMING

Thursday, December 12, 1968
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some decisions are relativelY unimportant.
Where vou out your engineering
talent to work is not.

.'
~

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •

MARINE ~ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRr • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

Consult your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

$10.79(r.Y.\
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14'17 COAL AVENUE, S.E
TELEPHONE

242•3533

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HAiiTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALI'JI BEACH, FLORIDA
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22 Volunteers In County

VISTA Faces Drug Addicts

'i,

Suspended Editor

By SHANNON ROBINSON
One of the objectives of VISTA
volunteers is to increase the community's awareness of problems
of ghetto housing, unemployment,
heroin addiction, crime, and the
lack of education. There are 22
VISTA volunteers in the Bernallillo County area helping with
these problems.
Bill Stillwell, who is now serving his second year as a VISTA
volunteer, said there are 9(}0
heroin addicts living in the Albuquerque area, and an estimated
3,000 transient addicts each year.
New Mexico is tenth in the nation, per capita, in hard narcotics
addiction. As a result, Albuquerque has the third largest FBI
bureau of narcotics in the coun"
try.
Contact Person
Dave Sedillo, from the Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO)
and Stillwell used a "contact person" to make a survey on the
number of heroin addicts in the
Albuquerque area. A federal grant
of $400,000 1 which will be eventually supplemented with matching
state funds, was attained on the
basis
of the survey. Albuquerque
A Lobo editor was snspendered
is
one
of six cities in the U.S. to
Wednesday for interfering with
the educational process of 14,000 receive a federal grant for this
purpose.
student readers.
Stillwell said the Narcotics Rehabiiltation Act is a four part program to benefit heroin addicts.
The first two titles of the act pertain to addicts with a record o£
prior convictions. They now can
receive rehabilitation instead of
prosecution when charged with
another violation.
Hospitalization
ford H. Hardin, :former Dean of
A person with no felony eon•
Agriculture at Michigan State viction can also receive hospitaliCollege.
zation if the district attorney dePostmaster General - Winton clares him an addict. Title four
M. Blount, president of the U.S. is a follow up to the othet· meaChamber of Commerce.
sures of the act. It allows for job
At his Wedttesday morning counseling, job conditioning, and
meeting with reporters, Nixon job location group work with
announced his appointment of addicts.
Stillwell said the program is
Robert Mayo, as Director of the
Budget Bureau. He formerly was aimed at breaking the cycle that
an assistant director in the Treas- leads rehabilitated addicts back
ury Department and is now a vice to drugs and crime.
Heroin is at least a $50 to $60
president of Continental 11Iinois
National Bank and Trust Co. of a day addiction, said Stillwell, so
that addicts are many times forcChicago.
ed
to commit crimes in order to
It was the first time in modern
history that a president-elect had
named all his cabinent members
simultaneously.

Nixon Lists Choices
For Cabinet: Positions

.,

Washington (UPI)-PresidentElect Richard M. Nixon revealed
his cabinet selections to the na·
tion Wednesday. Former Atty.
Gen. William P. Rogers and Rep,
Melvin R,. Laird of Wisconsin got
the top posts of secretaries of
State and Defense.
Besides Rogers and Laird, Nixon made these selections:
Treasury Secretary-David M.
Kennedy, chairman of the Continental Illinois National Bank and
Trust Co. of Chicago.
Attorney ·General-John N.
Mitchell, Nixon's New York City
law partner who managed his
presidential campaign.
Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare-Robert H. Finch,
Lt. Gov. of California.
Secretary of Housing and Ur·ban Development-Michigan Gov.
George Romney.
Secreta-ry of Interior-Alaska
Gov. Walter J. Hickel.
Secretary of TransportationMassachusetts Gov. John A.
Volpe .
Secretary of Labor-George P.
Shultz, dean of the graduate business school at the University of
Chicago.
Secretary of Commerce-Maurice Stans, former Budget Director
in the Eisenhower Administration.
Secretary of .1\_griculture-Clif-
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FOR SALE
WOODEN YOU? Hand carved boxes,
TcakwO<>d trays, Ebonr letter openera
and chess seta, wfld wooden chests. Bo
Tr®, 2218 central S.E.
S 0 N Y S T E R E 0 has Garrard :record
changer, excclll!nt fidelity, like new1 price
. open, evenings 898·1709,
OLD ROLLED top desk, g(lOd condition,
$110. Bo Tree, 2218 Central S.F}. 242"
2918.
'63 RAMBLER, 4-dr. Sedan in excclleni:
condition. New tireiJ Including en ow tires.
New 1;1pholstery. CaU 344-0943 daytime.
100 cc YAMAHA twin MO'l'ORCYCLF}one owner, excellent condltlwl. Trade for
plant>. Call 877·4618.
UNIVERSITY AREA-Lovel7 large Jive
bdrm exec. hame. 3 baths, formal dlniml:
room. Please <!all Jo Mlms, Roger Cox &

Associates, 265•8667. After 6 p.m. call
345-0629.
1963 FORO FALCON FUTtmA. One own··
er•. Air eondltiouer, radio. Excellent eon•
dition. 49,000 mi. 27'1-2922•. 24'1'-4884.
.
P~RSO.lif.ALSr-,,.--,--,..,SCIENTOLOGY-You can be happy l>l!Bin.
Come to an introducto& l®ture Tnes. &
Thuts. '1l80 p.m.> Sat. &:oo }>.m. 61:! San
MatEo NE, 256•0880.
Sl!lRV'IOBS
TYPING-Term P~pcrs, th<llles, etc. 268·

8908. 600 K(llltu!'l<Y, S.E.

_

MIMBOGRAl'UING-all kinds - ret>Orfll·
programs • letter& • CllltlSTMAS LET·
TERS - Mtlcoo o! meetings • IOI!IIattS.
Prompt-cllle!ent-reasonnble. Cnll 266737/J,

Patronize
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Popejoy

Hall

Cultural Program
Committee
EXPERIMENTAL
Film
SERIES
Fri., Dec. 13-7:30 P.M.

A Shocking Short
Ned Judge's

If I Didn't Care
Feature
Bell 8c Bowell Series

The

,.

California
Underground
Adm.-Adults $1.50
Fac. $1.25-Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121

support their habit. "Someday we ing in the Model Cities program,
may decide that it is necessary to and give advice on ;federal g:rants
leagalize heroin, as in England," or any legal consequences that
might result from their prosaid Stillwell.
"Communication with the addict grams," said Potter.
and police officer is often poor,
Urban Renewal
and follow-up investigations have
Potter is working with the
often caused the addict to lose Citizens Improvement Committee
his job," said Stillwell. "There is made up of residents interested
a stigma attached to the addict. in urban renewal. The group has
Social stress is applied and he made proposals for city plans
may become frustrated without and is attempting to get l'epredrugs, so it is very easy for him senta tion on the city board.
to jump back to addiction."
"We are hoping to establish
schools
for three to six year old
"Not a Stepping Stone"
child1·en
in order to break the
In response to a question, Stillpoverty
cycle
at its origin. This
well said, "Marijuana, to my
the
most
impressionable
age,
is
knowledge, is not a stepping
and
a
child
under
the
right
direcstone to heroin addiction."
tion could develop an interest in
As a VISTA volunteer, Still- learning," said Potter.
well critically evaluates local
Bill Sczech is working with
agencies like the Turquoise four other VISTAs in the Tijeras
Lodge, the New Mexico commis- and Chilili areas. They have
sion on alcoholism. "The Lodge started a pre-school program, and
discriminates against the poor a tutoring program which insince only those who can pay are volves about 28 children, some of
admitted for hospitalization. The whom are mentally retarded,
Department of Public Welfare Sczech said.
will not compensate the Lodge
if welfare recipients need hospi- ..._..._.._...._.._..._._......_._..._..._...._._...._.._.._.
talization," said Stillwell.
~
C:
j
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Counseling Service
.,.
r
VISTA volunteers have worked j
~
with the ' 1helping person" pro- .,.
•
gram which is designed to give j
3404 Constitution N.E.
~
the alcoholic a friend and counsel •
Near Carlisle
~
as .he attempts to lead a normal ~
Study & Wash
life. We are encouraging com- ~
r
munity participation and working ~
Change Available
•
on improvements in local pro- ~
At All Times
~
grams," Stillwell said.
~
17
B ~
Earl Potter, a law student at j New Washers
Dryers ~
UNM, is working as a legal ad- "' 0
24 H
I
~
visor with VISTA volunteers. "I j
pen
ours · .,
k_e.:..e~p....:..in.:....:.to.:..u...:c_h_w.:.:..:.it:.:.h:...V..:..::IS:.:.T::.:.:A::s_w::..:.or::k:.:·__
.,._,._,._,._,._,._,._,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,..,.,,.
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Brown's Action
Gets Approval
From U Group
By SfiANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
"Although we do not condone
Captain Brown's investigation of
several UNM students, we feel
he acted in good faith from his
point of view," Prof. John Green,
chairman of the Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
said yesterday.
The committee met in the Pbys·
ies Building and after several
hours of deliberation, issued a
statement concerning Captain
Brown's investigation of several
UNM students and the issue of
classroom disturbance.
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rents tuxedos
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
FIRST & GOLD
DIAL 247-4347

Serenade

Role of Committee
Pro£. Green said "The role of
my committee is to examine policy
and make recommendations on
policy. "We did not think we were
having a hearing, but there was a
situation that needed considera-

Reviewing publicity for the 1968 Christmas Serenade are left to
right: John E. Thorson, Circle K; Jean Ann Schultz, Mortar Board;
and Dr. Kenneth Stahl, faculty advisor. The Serenade is Sunday, Dec.
15 at 5:30 p.m.

At San Francisco State

Faculty Joins Students In Picketing
SAN FRANSISCO (UPI) Strildng students and their faculty supporters picketed San Francisco State College Thursday as
police proceeded with arrests of
militant leaders.
While taking some student activists into custody, officers were
h1t by small barrages of rocks
and sticks. No one was hurt.
At least 10 persons were arrasted, including a faculty member.
Nearly 1,000 of the school's 18,000 students turned out for a noon
rally on the commons in the heart
of the campus. They were joined

by 80 members of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)
holding an "informational picket"
for the second straight day.
Officers Mobilized
As more than 500 officers were
mobilized at the state college.
there were these devolpments on
neighboring campuses:
• A small band of militants
stormed the office of President
Robert Ewigleben at College of
San Mateo, 25 miles south of San
Francisco, in an effort to free a
student arrested for slugging
-Ewigleben. The militants with-

AWS I-I ours Change
Passes to Lavender
personnel aspects of carrying out
By SCOT!' SANDLIN
the proposal.
Night Editor
In her letter to Miss :Bazan,
Dean of Women Helen WhiteDean
Whiteside said, "I realize
side hns given her approval to
that
long
and arduous hours have
the AWS hours proposal and forbeen
devoted
toward its complewarded it to Vice President for
tion
(the
hours
proposal) and its
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
tone
and
explanation
have been of
:for final consideration.
dignity and sincerity.
In a letter to AWS President
"This is particularly significant
Louise Bazan, Decllmber 5, Dean
in
light of attempts made by other
Whiteside expressed her approval
influences
to lend a :f'arcial tone
of the proposal which abolishes and minimize
the importance of
hours for women who are sopho- this issue, thereby
detracting
mores or above and sets hours front the dignity of the women
for freshmen at midnight on week students at this university.''
nights and 2 a.m. on weekends.
Lavender said that the exact
The proposal will be considerdate
of the Housing Committee
ed by the Housing Committee,
meeting
is unknown, but that it
c'oneurtently with a Student Sen·
will
defirtitely
take place this
ate · resolution calling for opsemester,
possibly
after Christtional hours on an individual basis
mas
vacation.
for women over the age of 18.
By sending the proposal to
If passed by the Housing Coin·
Lavender
before the Christmas
mittee, the proposal could go into
holidays,
Dean
Whiteside fulfilled
effect next semester. Dean Lavender said, "I think it could go a promise she had made earlier to
into effect unless there's some take action on the proposal within
budgetary problems ~ which I a month.
don't anticipate.''
Action on the hours question beThe Housing Committee chair- gan in Sep-tember. Senate pa~sed
ed by D.eiil},', Lavender, is com· a resolution asking for the abOlposed of 'fl~v~·.· faculty members ition of women's hours, and a
and one atti nt, will give consideration·/# ,he mechanical p~ob" Bitch-In for women students was
!ems of .the roposal. Mechamcal held to discover attitudes about
problems ~elude the financial and the change.

drew as riot police arrived and insurrection," he said.
.classes resumed after a two-hour
Under orders from acting Presishutdown.
dent S. I. Hayakawa, the officers
• City College of San Francisco, surrounded the state college com·
was quiet under a police guard mons to prevent an invasion of
set up as a result of sporadic campus buildings by the militants.
'violence Wednesday by Negro The force included a squad of
students sympathetic toward the California Highway Patrolmen.
'l'he AFT teachers have threatstrike at State, 15 blocks away.
ened
to strike Monday if state
In Sacrameto, Gov. Ronald
college
trustees refuse their deReagan rejected mediation atmand to close the campus and
tempt~ by civic and labor leaders.
mediate the crisis. They set a
"The college administration deadline of 2 p.m. Friday for the
must make the policy and can't action by the trustees.
share that with anybody, like
The union, representing 250 of
che students," Reagan said. "Organized society cannot back down the 1,100 faculty members, was
with giving up our rights. As long .rebuffed earlier this week by
as I'm governor, we will not give chairman Theodore Meriam of
the trustees. He again ignored
up our rights.''
their demand and instead select"This Is Insurrection"
ed four trustees to serve a~ a
"This is not just the hijinks of consulting committee for Hayaover-enthusiastic students. This is kawa.

tion and our attention was called
to it."
Green reiterated that no hearing
had been held, and that after deliberation it was felt that the
committee opinion would best be
understood by stating a general
policy regarding the issue.
The committee's statement of
three pages reads, "It is the duty
of the commanding officer in such
a case" (that demonstrations a·
gainst ROTC may become violent) "to provide for the defense
of his unit, and it is his profession to know bow to provide such
defense.''
Responsibility
Captain Brown said, ''I have a
responsibility for the protection
of my personnel and to a lesser
extent to the property for which
I am responsible. Those limited
preventive actions that I took
prior to the incident were minimal
and in no way harmed Allen
Cooper.''
The committee's statement also
reads, "It thus appears that the
commanding officer o:f a Reserve
Officer T1·aining Unit is placed in
the position' of having to satisfy
irreconcilable demands that arise
as a result of his being simulten.••
eously a professor of the Univer~
sity and an officer of a branch o:f
the Department of Defense, and
that this sitation is inherent in
the very presence of the unit on
campus."
Captain Brown said, "I would
not agree that those demands are
irreconcilable. While some eonflicts may arise, I feel I can simul*
taneously serve both the University and the Navy.''
Finally, · the committee stated
that the desirability of having a
ROTC unit on campus was not
considered but the question is one
of "such seriousness" that it
should be discussed by an ad hoc
committee of faculty and students
appointed by the Policy Committee.
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The above watercolor "Taos Mountain Chain #2," is one of 65
paintings on display at the UNM Art Museum. The exhibition is a
collection of works by the late, famed, water-color painter John
Marin. (See l}age two)
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